"More Often
Used Than to
Good Purpose:
Empire Period
Card Table
A Sample Article From
the Pages of The Scale
Cabinetmaker
(Volume 16:2)
Each issue of The Scale Cabinetmaker included materials for beginning, intermediate, and advanced
modelers. All of the projects were designed to improve modeler skill sets by introducing readers to new
techniques they could then use on projects of their own. Indeed, the measure of TSC success was when
readers began designing their own plans from prototypes, when they visited their local antique shop or a
friend's house and asked "would you mind if turned this chair over to see how it was made?" Each article
provided modelers with the complete plans and patterns, as well as ample instructions.
The Empire Period card table is a reasonably good representative project for the intermediate modeler,
although it does introduce some more advanced techniques, encouraging the modeler to expand their use
and knowledge of the tools on their workbench and their skills, including gluing irregular assemblies,
using drum sander bits on a drill press to shape contours, and using a table saw to plane a cove profile.
As the number of issues of The Scale Cabinetmaker on ebay attests, no one ever threw out an issue of
The Scale Cabinetmaker. They hung on to them and returned to earlier issues to try the slightly harder
projects as their skills and confidence grew. The last year TSC was published, just after the first issue of
Volume 20 went to the printer, we received a letter from a long-term subscriber who announced that after
20 years, he had finally built the Whitman House, a four-part project published in the first volume of
TSC. Such was the nature of the journal and of the folks who spent years collecting and using the issues. It
was, and now is, a journal that wasn't a journal at all, but one long, continues reference work.
By the time TSC ceased publication in 1996, we had produced more than 4,420 pages of material in
eighty issues over 20 years. On average, each issue was 56 pages+ cover in length (60 pages). There was
no single beginner's issue or advanced issue, because the premise of TSC was that the mix of articles
would encourage new modelers to reach higher and would encourage advanced modelers to reach beyond
the bounds of the journal to projects of their own design and making. As Jim Dorsett wrote in the final
issue of TSC, "the success of the magazine would be measured by the eventual graduation of its readers.
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